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Abstract- -An equivalent relationship between the generalized ergodicity, almost everywhere E- 
chain transitivity, and the domain of influence of an invariant set for a discrete dynamical system on 
a compact metric space is explored. A necessary and sufficient condition for an invariant set to be a 
periodic orbit is given. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer simulation of dynamical systems is an important part of the activity of many scien- 
tists. A fundamental question is "what is the relationship between the computer output and 
the underlying dynamics?" Bowen [1] and Conley [2] independently discovered that E-chains or 
pseudo-orbits could be used as a conceptual tool for discussing this relationship. Easton [3,4], fur- 
thermore, developed some foundations for the study of discrete dynamical systems using E-chains 
and isolating blocks, and he introduced the concept of Lipschitz ergodicity and also gave a con- 
dition guaranteeing that strong chain transitivity implies Lipschitz ergodicity. In [5], the concept 
of E-chain transitivity was introduced, which is weaker than the strong chain transitivity, and an 
equivalent relationship between the Lipschitz ergodicity and the E-chain transitivity was proved. 
Moreover, in [6], a generalized ergodicity (ergodic and Lipschitz ergodic are generalized ergodic) 
was introduced and proved to be equivalent to the almost everywhere E-chain transitivity. 
In this paper, we apply some results in the ergodic theory [7-10] to prove the equivalent 
relationship between the generalized ergodicity, Lipschitz ergodicity, and the domain of influence 
of an invariant set. In Section 2, a necessary and sufficient condition for an invariant set to be 
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a periodic orbit is derived. In Section 3, the relationship between the Lipschitz ergodicity and 
the domain of influence of an invariant set is studied. In Section 4, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the generalized ergodicity is established. 
2. PER IODIC  ORBITS  
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and let f be a homeomorphism on X. Iterates of f 
define a discrete dynamical system on X. Let (X, fl, #) be a complete probability space and # be 
invaxiant with respect o f. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [9].) f is said to be ergodic with respect o #, if any invariant set A in f~ 
satisfies #(A) = 0 or #(A) = 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [3,5].) f is said to be Lipschitz ergodic, if any Lipschitz function G : X 
R, with G(f(x) ) = G(x) Vx e X,  is constant. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (See [6].) f is said to be generalized ergodic with respect o #, if any Lipschitz 
function G : X --~ R, with G(f(x)) = G(x) Yx  C X,  is a.e. constant with respect o #. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (See [2,3].) Suppose that A is an invariant subset of X. A is said to be 
strong chain transitive, if Yp, q E A, Vs > O, 3{p = xo ,x l , . . . , x~ = q} C A, such that 
E~=I d(f(xk-1),xk) < ¢. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (See [5].) Suppose that A is an invariant subset of X, A is said to be E-chain 
transitive, if Vp, q c A, V¢ > 0, 3{p = xo,xl , . . . ,x,~ = q} C A and 3{'y1,...,'y~} C Z, such 
that ~,~1 d(f ~' (xi-1), x~) < E. 
DEFINITION 2.6. (See [6].) X is said to be a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (f,#), if 
3A E f~ with #(A) = 0, such that Vp, q C X \A ,  Ye > O, ~{p = Xo,Xl , . . . ,x~ = q} C X and 
3 {'Y1, ... ,7~} C Z, such that ~-~i~1 d(f~(xi-1),  xi) < e. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Suppose that A is an invariant subset of X. A is said to be P-chain transitive, 
if 3n > 0, Vp, q E A, 3nl  with 0 < nl _< n, Ve > 0, 3 {p = xo,x l , . . . , x~l  = q} C A, such that 
E?~=I d(f(xi-1), x~) < e. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Suppose that A is an invariant subset of X. A is called a periodic orbit of f,  
if ~n > 0, such that A = {f~(q) I i = 0,1, . . . ,n},  Yq C A. 
Now, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that A is a nonempty invariant subset of X.  Then, A is a periodic orbit 
of f if and only if A is P-chain transitive. 
PROOF. Suppose that A is a periodic orbit of f. Then, A is P-chain transitive from Definitions 2.7 
and 2.8. 
Suppose that A is P-chain transitive. Then, there exists an n > 0, such that Vpl,ql E A, 
3nl ,0  < nl <_ n, V¢ > 0, 3{pl = xo ,x l , . . . , x~ -= ql} C A, such that ~i=ld( f (x i -1 ) ,x i )  < ~. 
I fVqEA,  VpEA\{q}, then~n2,0<n2 <_n, V~>0,3{q=x0,x l , . '  ' ..,xn2' =p}cA,  such 
that 
n2 
(f < 
i=1 
Suppose that fn2 (q) ~ p. Then, 
d(f~2 (q),p) = b > 0. (2.2) 
Because (X, d) is a compact metric space and f is a homeomorphism on X, 3 51 C (0, b/4), Yx, yeA 
with d(x, y) < 51, d(f(x), f(y)) < b/4. 
If 3 52 c (0, 51/2), V x, y C A with d(x, y) < 52, then d(f(x), f(y)) < 51/2. 
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Similarly proceeding, it finally follows that 0 < 5,~ 2 < (1/2)5,2_1 < 
(1/2'~2+1)b, such that Vx, y E A with d(x,y) < 5i, then 
1 5 d ( f  (x ) , f  (y)) < ~ i-1, 
. . .  < < 
(2.3) 
where 50 = b/2, i = 1,2,. . . ,n2. Take ~ = 5~, 3{q = Y0, Yl,...,Y~2 = P} C A, such that 
n2 y~,i=ld(f(yi_l,yi) < E. Then, d(f2(q),f(yl))  < (1/2)5~2_1 from (2.3). So, d(f2(q),y2) < 
d(f2(q), f (yl))  + d(f(yl),  y2) < 5n2-1. Thus, d(f3(q) ',f(Y2)) < (1/2)5n2-2. 
Similarly proceeding, it finally follows that d(f  ~2 (q), f(Y~2-1) < (1/2)51. 
Hence, d(f  '~ (q), p) = d(f  '~ (q), Y,~2) <- d(f  ~ (q), I(Y~2-1)) + d(f(Y~2-1, Y,~2) < 51 < b/4. This 
contradicts (2.2). So, f '~(q) = p. Thus, 
A = {ff (q) ] i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n} .  (2.4) 
Hence, A is a periodic orbit of f. Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
3. L IPSCHITZ ERGODIC ITY  
Let I be an invariant subset of X with respect o f. Denote 
M(I )  = {x e X [ (a(x) Uw(x)) n I  ~ 0}, (3.1) 
where a(x), w(x) is the a-limit set and the w-limit set, respectively, namely, 
a (x )=~yEX[3  {n i}CZwi th  lim n i=-ec ,  such that lim f~(x)=y~,  
t i---*+oo i--*+c~ ) 
w(x )= ~ycX[3  {mi}CZwi th  lim mi=+oo,  such that lim f '~(x )=y~.  
L i---*+oo i--*+oo J 
DEFINITION 3.1. For p,q C X ,s  > 0, if A = {p = x0,Xl,. . . ,x~ = q; "Y1,... ,%~} with ~=1~ d
(f~'(xi-1),xi) < s, where {xo,xl , . . .  ,x~} c X and {~/1,... ,'Yn} C Z, then A is called a (E,e)- 
chain from p to q. 
Since A is a subset of X, let 
E(A)={xEX[3qEA,  suchthatVe>O,  3 (E ,e ) -cha in f romqtox inX}.  (3.2) 
It follows from results in [5,6] that E(A) is an invariant subset of X and E(E(A))  = E(A). 
If A is closed, then E(A) is also closed. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) f is Lipschitz ergodic on X. 
(ii) There exists an invariant subset I in X, such that I is E-chain transitive and M( I )  = X. 
PROOF. Suppose that f is Lipschitz ergodic on X. Let I = X. Then, I is E-chain transitive 
and M(I )  = X. 
Suppose that there exists an invariant subset I in X, such that I is E-chain transitive and 
M(I)  = X. Now, Vp, q E X, V~ > 0, take 
Pl e (a(p) Uw(p))nI, ql e (a(q) Uw(q))nI. (3.3) 
Then, there exist 7', ~"' E Z, such that 
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( d f'v"(q),ql <-~. 
Because I is E-chain transitive, 3{p: = xo, x l , . . . ,  xn = q:} C I and 3 {7:,.--,7n} C Z, such 
that 
n 
E 
E d ( f~ (xi-1), x~) < ~. (3.6) 
i=1  
Take {Yo, Y:,. . . ,  Yn+3} = {P, Xo,..., xn, f'Y" (q), q} C X and {s: , . . . ,  s,~+3} = {7', 71 . . . .  ,7~, O, 
-7"} C Z. From (3.4)-(3.6), we get 
n+3 
Ed( f f '  (y~_:),y,) < e. (3.7) 
i=1  
Thus, X is E-chain transitive. Consequently, f is Lipschitz ergodic on X following from Theo- 
rem 1 in [5]. Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
4. GENERAL IZED ERGODIC ITY  
Let I be a nonempty closed invariant subset of X with respect o f ,  and/~(I) > 0. When f 
is restricted to I, denote it by fI. Let fix = {A N I ] A e fl}, #I(A) -- #(A)/#(I), VA E flI. 
For I, which is a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (fI,#I), there exists A E ~I with #I(A) = 
0, Vp, q 6 I\A, Ye > 0, 3{p = xo, x: .... ,x~ = q} c I and 3{7:, . . . ,7~} C Z, such that 
r~ -y. ~i=1 d(f "(X~-l,X~) < e. Denote 
G=IAE~I I#x(A)=O,  Yp, qE I \A ,  Ye>0,  3{p=x0,x l , . . . , x ,~=q}CI  and 
I 
% 
{71,...,7~} C Z, such that ~-~d(f'Y~(x'-l)'x~)<z} ' i = 1  
I ' : c l  ( U (I\A) I .  
\AcG / 
Because (X, fl,#) is a complete space, I '  is a closed invariant subset of I and #x(I') = 1. Let 
M' (I) = (x e X ] (w (x) U a (x)) M I '  ¢ O}. (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) f is generalized ergodic with respect o # on X. 
(ii) There exists a dosed invariant subset I in X, such that #(I) > O, I is a.e. E-chain 
transitive with respect o (fx, #I) and #(M'(I)) = 1. 
PROOF. Suppose that X is a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (f, #). Let I = X. Then 
#(I) > 0, I is a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (fI, fro) and #(M'(I)) = 1. 
Suppose that there exists a closed invariant subset I in X, such that tz(I) > 0, I is a.e. E-chain 
transitive with respect o (fI ,#I) and #(M'(I)) = 1. Let A --- X\M'(I) .  Then, A E fl and 
#(A) = O. Vp, q c M~(I), Ve > 0, there exist p:,q: E I '  and g,s" E Z, such that 
d(f f '  (p),p:) < ~, (4.2) 
d s"(q),q: <5"  (4.3) 
From the definition of I', there exist {p: -- x0,Xl,... ,xn = q:} C I and {7:,--. ,Tn} C Z, such 
that 
n 
e (4.4) Ed( f~ '  (X~-l),Xi) < ~. 
i= l  
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Let {Yo, Yl , . . . ,Yn+3} = {p, xo , . . . ,Xn , f  (q),q} C X and {81,...,s~+3} = (st,71,. . . ,Tn, 
0 , - s "}  C Z. From (4.2)-(4.4) we get 
n+3 
2 d( f  sl (Yi-1),Yi) < ~. (4.5) 
i=1 
So, X is a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (f, #). Consequently, f is generalized ergodic 
with respect o It on X following from Theorem 2.1 in [6]. Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
5. CONCLUSION 
From the obtained results, we can conclude the following. 
1. Suppose that A is a nonempty invariant subset of X. Then, A is a periodic orbit of f if 
and only if A is P-chain transitive. 
2. f is Lipschitz ergodic on X if and only if there exists an invariant subset I in X, such 
that I is E-chain transitive and M(I )  = X.  
3. f is generalized ergodic with respect to It on X if and only if there exists a closed invariant 
subset I in X, such that #(I) > 0, and I is a.e. E-chain transitive with respect o (fI, #I) 
and #(M'( I ) )  = 1. 
4. If the relationship between the computer output and the underlying dynamics is consistent, 
then we believe the system is generalized ergodic. 
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